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The Comprehensive Guide To Archery
Easy-to-understand instruction for traditional archery. Covers both target shooting and bowhunting. Includes the author's exclusive tiered training program for instinctive shooting
with in-depth advice on selecting bows, arrows, and accessories.
A complete step-by-step guide to Native American bows and arrows, including information on how to build and care for wooden bows, sinew-backed bows, composite bows,
strings, arrows, and quivers. Enlightening and entertaining, this book has easy-to-follow instructions for the reader who plans to make and use his own bow, and offers good
reading for the armchair archer.
I can't really explain my attraction to the bow and arrow. I can't explain the pull of a camp fire either, or the ocean, or the open hills where you can see forever. It's just there.
These things are in all of us I think, some vestige of our primitive past buried so deep in our genome as to be inseparable from what it is to be human. What we think of as
civilization is a new experiment in the eyes of Father Time. Experts say that humans have been around for some fifty thousand years. We've been carrying the bow for maybe
five thousand (atlatls and spears before that), and pushing the plow for maybe two thousand. We have been hunters forever. We are built to run, to pursue big game on the open
savannas, to kill and eat them. With the dwindling of the Pleistocene mega fauna, mammoths and such, the bow became more important and indeed helped to make us who we
are today. It still holds that attraction, same as the hearth. When I was a kid I would make crude bows from green plum branches, big at one end and small at the other. A
discarded hay string would serve as a bowstring. My arrows were fat and unfletched and would scarcely fly more than a few yards, usually tumbling over in midair. The small
creatures around our home were plenty safe. When I was about 12 or so my brother brought me two old Ben Person recurves he'd found at a yard sale. One was a short bow,
probably no more than 48 inches and the other was more of a standard size. They both drew about 50 lbs if I recall. That fall happened to be a good year for cottontails around
our little farm and I spent countless hours walking the fields and shooting at them as they busted from underfoot. Although I'd get several shots a day I never did hit one on the fly
but I remember that fall fondly nonetheless. The pleasure of jumping rabbits and seeing the feathered shaft streaking toward them was a thrill I've never forgotten. I made my first
"real" bow when I was in high school, after getting a copy of the Traditional Bowyers Bible in the mail (more on this in a moment). My first bow, a decrowned mulberry flatbow,
broke within about 10 shots. The second held together quite well and is probably still around somewhere and capable of shooting an arrow, though it would probably draw about
70lbs. When I first started making bows I used the woods I had close at hand; mulberry, common persimmon, red maple, white cedar, etc. I'd probably made more than a dozen
bows of various woods before I ever saw a piece of Osage. People often ask me where they can find a bow stave and, invariably, I tell them to use what they have close by. No
matter where you live, you'll have something near that will make a bow. Go cut it down and get started. This book is an attempt to share some of what I've learned over my years
of bow making. The Traditional Bowyers Bible series, as mentioned earlier, is still a great source of information. Why write another book on making wood bows you might ask?
The simple answer is that there are so many ways of doing and explaining things. There are still unanswered questions and we'll cover many of them here. We will cover all of
the most frequently asked questions, and lay out a simple plan that should guide you through the entire process, from finding a stave to stringing your bow and shooting your first
arrow. Some of what you'll find here, you'll find nowhere else.
Tuning for Performance is a step-by-step recurve archery tuning guide by two-time Olympic Silver Medalist Jake Kaminski. In these information-packed chapters, Jake will walk
you through exactly how to tune your bow: *Tuning Method *General Principals *Order of Operations *Rough Setup *Aligning Limbs *Center Shot *Brace Height *Tiller *Stabilizer
Setup *Bare Shaft Tuning *Walk Back Tuning *Final Bare Shaft Tune *Fine Tuning *Changes and Affects *Sight Setup *Arrow Building and Selection *Fletching Selection. "You
shoot the bow, and the bow shoots the arrow... Why not give your bow and arrow the best opportunity to perform in unison?" -Jake Kaminski
With hunting advice from a wide variety of experts, including Steve Bartylla, Peter Fiduccia, Leo Somma, and John Trout, The Ultimate Book of Bowhunting focuses on the most
traditional of hunting weapons: the bow and arrow. In this compendium of bowhunting knowledge, you will learn how to do such things as: • Tracking a wounded deer • Using
scents to entice as well as camouflage • Setting up, drawing silently, calling, and field judging • Build your own tree stands, archery workbenches, and more • Field dress a deer
• And more! This comprehensive guide will tell you all that you need to know about this ancient art of hunting, and many things that you didn’t. It is a must have for any serious
hunter’s bookshelf. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,
target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting,
small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
The Way of Archery provides a detailed introduction to practicing archery in the traditional Chinese military style. It explains the basics of how to shoot using the Asian thumb
ring: proper posture, training regimen, equipment, and avoiding pitfalls in shooting. The thorough translation and commentary (with original and new illustrations) provide a fresh
and practical perspective on Gao Ying's 1637 archery treatise (which, itself, influenced generations of archers in East Asia). The authors themselves are active practitioners of
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Chinese archery, having spent an endless amount of time and effort vetting their understanding of this old manual and putting its ideas into practice. Through this process, the
authors have been able to make this archery text accessible to modern readers. Not only will the reader come to understand the technical side of the Way of Archery, but will
connect with the philosophy and spirit of the ancient Chinese warriors.
Expert bowhunter and archery traditionalist Dan Bertalan has compiled the most complete bowmaking text available today. By traveling coast to coast and consulting America’s
top bowmakers, he has gathered the best information on how to build your own recurve longbow, improve your hunting skills, care properly for a bow, and more. Including
descriptive photographs, diagrams, a complete glossary of terms, and reviews of particular bows that include draw/force measurements and hand-shot arrow speeds, this
illuminating book will provide hunters, collectors, and others with invaluable insight into this specialized world. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for
hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing,
gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds,
bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Thinking About Getting Into Archery? This Beginner's Guide to Archery Will Show You the Easiest Way! In ancient times, thousands of years ago, archery was considered
essential hunting and military skill. It persisted all the way through the ages, until Middle Ages when humans invented firearms. Archery persisted through hundreds of years, but
the invention of firearms made them obsolete on the battlefield. During this time, archery became a popular sport in many European countries, and this has led to archery
societies that focused on recreational archery that was only attended by noblemen. Today, archery is an Olympic sport, and everyone can enjoy it - whether on TV or by
practicing it. If you are in the latter group and you want to discover the joys of archery firsthand, then you are in for a treat - this guide will show you the easiest way to start. With
this guide in your hands, you will easily learn all the basics of archery, and you will have a strong foundation to build your skills upon. After that, with strong foundations achieving
master-level skills will be a piece of cake. Here is what this beginner's guide to archery can offer you: Picking the best archery style for you Right tools for an easy start How to
pick out the perfect bow that will suit all your needs Choosing the must-have archery accessories Beginner's guide to conquering necessary archery skills Tips and tricks for
mastering the necessary skills in no time Complete exercise guide for honing your skills even further And much more If you want to master the necessary archery skills quickly
and with ease, all you have to do is to follow this neat beginner's guide. What are you waiting for? Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click," and Get Your Copy Now!
Provides detailed information on choosing and using archery equipment, safety, shooting skills, and target, field, and unmarked distance archery
Beginner's Guide to Traditional ArcheryStackpole Books
A fascinating introduction to Zen principles and learning.
An introduction to archery written for young archers but good information for their parents to have as well. How to shoot, safety rules, choosing the right equipment, working with a coach,
competition, and more. Steve Ruis is the author of A Parent's Guide to Archery, Coaching Archery, Precision Archery and is the editor of Archery Focus Magazine.
"An overview of one of the largest and most comprehensive collections of European and non-European archery-related materials in the world. This book presents color photos and
descriptions of some 300 items - including bows, arrows, quivers, and thumb rings- that represent traditional archery techniques, practices, and customs from around the world"--Provided by
publisher.
A comprehensive big-game hunting guide for hunters ranging from first-time novices to seasoned experts, with more than 400 full-color photographs, including work by renowned outdoor
photographer John Hafner Steven Rinella was raised in a hunting family and has been pursuing wild game his entire life. In this first-ever complete guide to hunting—from hunting an animal to
butchering and cooking it—the host of the popular hunting showMeatEater shares his own expertise with us, and imparts strategies and tactics from many of the most experienced hunters in
the United States as well. This invaluable book includes • recommendations on what equipment you will need—and what you can do without—from clothing to cutlery to camping gear to
weapons • basic and advanced hunting strategies, including spot-and-stalk hunting, ambush hunting, still hunting, drive hunting, and backpack hunting • how to effectively use decoys and
calling for big game • how to find hunting locations, on both public and private land, and how to locate areas that other hunters aren't using • how and when to scout hunting locations for
maximum effectiveness • basic information on procuring hunting tags, including limited-entry “draw” tags • a species-by-species description of fourteen big-game animals, from their mating
rituals and preferred habitats to the best hunting techniques—both firearm and archery—for each species • how to plan and pack for backcountry hunts • instructions on how to break down any
big-game animal and transport it from your hunting site • how to butcher your own big-game animals and select the proper cuts for sausages, roasts, and steaks, and how to utilize
underappreciated cuts such as ribs and shanks • cooking techniques and recipes, for both outdoor and indoor preparation of wild game
So you want to shoot a bow but don't know how. Do you find the whole idea of holding a bow in your hands intimidating and a little scary? Do you want to learn a new skill that will allow you to
enjoy the great outdoors year-round with your spouse, family, or friends? This book is going to break down--in simple to understand terms--how you can get started with your new hobby. You'll
learn what to look for in a bow and all the accessories that go with it. You'll learn terminology to assist you in your quest. This book is written for beginners to provide a basic understanding of
bows, arrows, and fun.Shooting a bow will increase your confidence and improve your self-esteem. It'll bring you out of your shell and help you stop being such an introvert.I promise that if you
follow through with the suggestions in this book, you'll be amazed at how much better you'll start to feel, both physically and mentally.Why wait? Don't put off being part of a growing sport. If
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you wait, you'll be missing out on a great opportunity to learn something beneficial. Shock and awe your friends and family with your new skill.
Author Brian J. Sorrells shares his time-tested training program for developing shooting skill and provides guidance on all aspects of traditional archery, from choosing arrow shafts to entering
your first tournament.
It’s the ultimate introduction to the world of archery, in a book that turns into an actual bow that shoots paper arrows. All you have to do is unlock and open the upper and lower bow limbs, punch out and fold
the arrows, and shoot! But the book is also a rich and lively illustrated history of archery, covering the physics of a bow and arrow; the types of bows used since 4500 BC; arrows from around the world, like
the deadly stone arrowheads used by Native Americans, or the Japanese whistling Kabura-ya that helped Samurai signal each other. Here are the great archery battles—Thermopylae in 480 BC, where the
Spartan “300” faced a Persian who shot so many arrows they darkened the sky; or the Battle of Leipzig in 1813, the last battle to feature archers—horsemen from the Eurasian steppes—who helped the
Russians defeat Napoleon.
The next step in the Shooter's Bible tradition—the new authority on arrows, sights, releases, rests, bows, and crucial bowhunting gear.
War bows dominated battlefields across the world for centuries. In their various forms, they allowed trained archers to take down even well-armoured targets from great distances, and played a key role in
some of the most famous battles in human history. The composite bow was a versatile and devastatingly effective weapon, on foot, from chariots and on horseback for over a thousand years, used by
cultures as diverse as the Hittites, the Romans, the Mongols and the Ottoman Turks. The Middle Ages saw a clash between the iconic longbow and the more technologically sophisticated crossbow, most
famously during the Hundred Years War, while in Japan, the samurai used the yumi to deadly effect, unleashing bursts of arrows from their galloping steeds. Historical weapons expert Mike Loades reveals
the full history of these four iconic weapons that changed the nature of warfare. Complete with modern ballistics testing, action recreations of what it is like to fire each bow and a critical analysis of the
technology and tactics associated with each bow, this book is a must-have for anyone interested in ancient arms.
Learn the Fundamental Nitty-Gritty of Archery Just In 90 Minutes - Are you an amateur beginner who's quite keen and ambitious to learn archery fundamentals? - Are you looking for a reliable source using
which you can garner knowledge about fundamental archery steps to success? - Do you want to improve accuracy, increase consistency, and achieve competitive success? Your Ultimate Guidebook Is Here!
This is the ultimate guidebook ("archery for beginners") for all amateurs that will help you learn, acquire, and master the archery fundamentals. In fact, this book features to be your one-stop solution that
covers almost everything, starting with archery safety commands to various type of archery equipment and more. The "archery for beginners" book is extremely easy to follow and contains in-depth
information on each topic. Rest assured that if you can precisely follow the provided tips, tricks, and basics, then you can easily garner adequate knowledge of archery fundamentals within ninety minutes.
Since this book contains comprehensive information on each topic, you do not really need any other additional guidebook/material to follow. All you're requested to keep this excellent guidebook handy so that
you can quickly lead to the path of success. This archery guidebook is meant for the novice or beginners who do not have any prior experience in archery. The book will walk you through every important topic
(in a step-by-step way) so that nothing is left iut... Your Will Learn: - Archery Safety Rules - Archery Commands - Archery Etiquette - Different Types of Archery Accessories - The Fundamental Archery
Stances - Shooting Techniques - Safety Precautions - Some Commonly Asked FAQs - and much more too... What are you waiting for? Quickly hit the "Buy Now" button now and get started to master archery
basics cum fundamentals right away.
Archery for Beginners is the complete instructional guide for anyone interested in taking up recreational archery. This book covers all the essentials for the beginning archer—from basic skills and equipment to
effective and safe training methods. There are chapters on both recurve and compound bows, the two most popular types, as well as information on how to track your progress. Topics included in this book
are: Compound and Recurve bows Archery equipment and accessories Training preparation and safety Advanced shooting methods Fun archery games How to make your own bow With over 150
illustrations and full-color photos, step-by-step instructions, and easy-to-follow directions, Archery for Beginners is the go-to guide for anyone interested in learning archery basics. Be the next to join more
than 8 million Americans who enjoy this popular pastime.
Provides instruction in the basic skills of field, target, competition, and hunting archery and describes the various aspects of the sport
Crimson Arrows: A Bowhunting Odyssey, is written from the heart and soul of a bowhunter. Spanning three decades of his adventures, Eyad Yehyawi takes you through the emotions, heartbreaks, and
successes from his earliest years in Iowa, to physically and psychologically challenging backcountry hunts in Alaska and Canada, to a breathtaking African safari. Every setback and missed opportunity is
revealed, along with the rewards earned through hard work and perseverance. Through these 27 stories, Eyad defines his passion for the outdoors, including the disappointments and mishaps, sleepless
nights and tears, and a few instances where death comes calling. With intense descriptions of his surroundings, animal behavior, and imposing weather conditions, Eyad engages all of your senses as you
share his adventures. Whether you long for giant whitetails and spring gobblers, are passionate to pursue mountain goats and moose in Alaska, dream of wading across the tundra for caribou, hope to stalk
musk oxen in the Arctic, or aspire to trail a horse-killing cougar in the mountains of Alberta, you’ll find stories here to inspire you. As editor for Bowhunter magazine, I read thousands of manuscripts, and
above all I loved discovering a nugget among the dozens of new writers who submitted manuscripts. Eyad Yehyawi was one of those. From the beginning, he wrote well and exuded enthusiasm for
bowhunting. In his book, Crimson Arrows: A Bowhunting Odyssey, Yehyawi details his beginnings and growth as a bowhunter. He starts with whitetails and turkeys in his home state of Iowa and progresses to
black bears, pronghorns, mule deer, elk, caribou, musk oxen, bison, and other species. All hunters can relate to his progression as a bowhunter and will find his stories compelling and fun to read. ~ Dwight
Schuh ~ Former Editor, Bowhunter magazine and Member of the Bowhunters Hall of Fame
With over 300 step-by-step pictures, the Backyard Bowyer is geared for the beginning bowyer, backyard hobbyist, and anyone who has ever pondered building a wooden bow. Easy to read and follow steps
go down to even the smallest detail in the design and construction of basic archery bows. Learn to craft fine wooden bows without huge investment in equipment and materials, and without being bound by
location and limited workspace. Learn to construct: A classic target flat bow, an English Longbow suitable for hunting, and even your own strings and arrows for traditional and primitive archery.

Field Archery is the definitive guide to this increasingly popular and highly enjoyable form of archery, which involves simulated hunting of "big game," using 3D targets in
woodland or on rough ground. The author, a qualified instructor with over 30 years' experience in field archery, discusses the fundamentals of the sport such as techniques for
shooting the bow, organizing an archery ground, the different types of targets, repairing equipment, and the rules of the regulating organizations.
No one knows for certain just when the bow and arrow came into use in America, but they were in use from the far North to the tip of South America when Europeans first arrived.
Over the hemisphere the equipment ranged from very poor to excellent, with the finest bows of all being made in the Northwest of North America. Some of these bows rivaled the
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ancient classic bow in beauty of design and workmanship. The attitudes of whites toward Indian archers and their equipment have ranged from the highest of praise with mythical
feats rivaling those of William Tell and Robin Hood-–o mockery and derision for the Indians' short, "deformed" bows and small arrows. The Laubins have found most of the
popular conceptions of Indian archery to be erroneous-as are most of the preconceived notions about Indians—and in this book they attempt to correct some of these false
impressions and to give a true picture of this ancient art as practiced by the original Americans. Following an introduction and history of Indian archery are chapters on
comparison of bows, bow making and sinewed bows, horn bows, strings, arrows, quivers, shooting, medicine bows, Indian crossbows, and blowguns. Those wishing to learn
something about the use of archery tackle by American Indians, something of the ingenuity associated with its manufacture and maintenance, and something about the
importance of archery in everyday Indian life will find in this book a wealth of new, valuable, and important information.
If you’re serious about improving accuracy, increasing consistency, and achieving competitive success, Archery is your guide. Featuring the in-depth instruction, insight, and
advice from the world’s top coaches and archers, Archery sets a new standard in resources for those who compete with the recurve or compound bow. Archery includes a
wealth of information on perfecting stance, body alignment, muscle recruitment, and shot sequence. You’ll master the skills and techniques taught at the U.S. Olympic Training
Center by legendary coach KiSik Lee. Then you’ll prepare for competition: • Select and properly tune equipment. • Develop a winning shot sequence. • Set up, draw, and
complete the shot. • Maximize practice time. • Train physically and mentally for competition. • Develop a successful tournament strategy. Developed by USA Archery, Archery is
an invaluable resource you’ll refer to again and again.
Traditional archery is spoken in every language, in every culture. Whether you compete in Olympic venues or bowhunt for big game, you participate in a shared history, a
tradition of joy and of trial. Archery embodies the philosophy that newer is not always better, that faster does not always win the race, that easier is not always in one's best
interest. With the help of The Ultimate Guide to Traditional Archery, learn to rise to an ancient challenge, and with bow in hand, reconnect with the world around you. The
Ultimate Guide to Traditional Archery offers instructions on all facets of traditional archery, from gear to games, methods to masters, and competition to nostalgia. Interspersed
with brief histories and tales from archers present and past, The Ultimate Guide to Traditional Archery provides detailed explanations of such subjects as building your own
arrows, choosing bowstrings, aiming methods, accurate shooting, and practicing safe archery. Traditional archery represents the passion of the simple, the elegance of the pure.
The Ultimate Guide to Traditional Archery proves it is truly a sport for the ages.
This is the guide you need today on how to begin bow hunting like an expert and be successful at hunting better than you ever thoughtIf you want to master how to begin bow
hunting, become a master in archery or become a great bow hunter, then this guide is what you needThis guide will show you Bow Selection Accessories for Bow Hunting
Essentials of Archery Vital Bow Hunting Tips GET YOUR COPY TODAY
you're serious about improving accuracy, increasing consistency, and achieving competitive success, " Archery "is your guide. Featuring the in-depth instruction, insight, and
advice from the world's top coaches and archers, "Archery" sets a new standard in resources for those who compete with the recurve or compound bow. "Archery" includes a
wealth of information on perfecting stance, body alignment, muscle recruitment, and shot sequence. You'll master the skills and techniques taught at the U.S. Olympic Training
Center by legendary coach KiSik Lee. Then you'll prepare for competition: - Select and properly tune equipment. - Develop a winning shot sequence. - Set up, draw, and
complete the shot. - Maximize practice time. - Train physically and mentally for competition. - Develop a successful tournament strategy. Developed by USA Archery, " Archery
"is an invaluable resource you'll refer to again and again.
Experienced bow builders and practical archaeologists describe the history, evolution and construction of European style longbows in this new and engaging book. For the
beginner, clear, uncomplicated instructions are offered, including descriptions of construction techniques, tools, materials, and shooting styles. For more advanced bowyers there
are tips on choosing wood and adhesive, and explanations of the evolution/adaptation of bow design, including precise dimensions for replicating special historic bow types, from
Stone Age bows to modern laminated longbows. This book also offers comprehensive instructions on how to properly test your newly built longbow and constructing arrows.
Deluxe reproduction of Maurice Thompson's classic archery text, with new introduction, text notes, and author bio. Includes all of the original illustrations, the complete appendix,
and an additional chapter (Chapter XVII) from the book's Second Edition. From Incandescence Press.
Drawing on 22 years' experience and expertise as an archer, two-time Olympic silver medalist Jake Kaminski has developed training plans for archers of all ages and skill levels
and shares those exact plans and methods in this book. - How many arrows to shoot - Training schedules - Strength and conditioning - Foods that fuel archery - Recovery and
sustainability
This book tells about target shooting, field competition and bow hunting.
If you want to learn how to shoot a bow & arrow, improve your archery skills, and become a better archer, then check out HowExpert Guide to Archery. HowExpert Guide to
Archery teaches readers everything a beginner archer needs to know. Everything from equipment, fine-tuning your form, archery etiquette to weird but helpful tips, the book
covers everything you need to learn to become the best archer you can be. You will discover how to compete in competitions and hunt with your bow. The author Miguel Rocha
draws from years of real-life experience to put together a series of tips that helped him get started and made him an adequate archer in the long run. Archery has a variety of
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uses and a variety of forms. This guide covers these variations and forms through various lessons, tips, and techniques to ultimately help you become better at archery. You will
also learn lessons outside the act of shooting, such as creating your archery range, working out specific muscle groups, and preserving your equipment. The nature of this book
ensures that you do not get tunnel vision for the act of shooting a bow but instead see the bigger picture that encompasses the entire sport of archery. Additionally, you will
discover the importance of the equipment, how to adjust your body when doing archery, and learn more tips to learn, improve, and master archery. Check out HowExpert Guide
to Archery now! About the Expert Miguel Rocha began archery when he was 12 years old. In the beginning, it was about mimicking his favorite superheroes, but as he grew
older, the sport became second nature. Competing in local events with Olympic aspirations, Rocha honed his skills to become a master of the sport. Now in his late 20’s, archery
has become more of a hobby than a career. Even so, he practices regularly to retain the skills he developed growing up. He is a writer, father, and always and forever an archer.
HowExpert publishes quick ‘how to’ guides for all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
"This is a book of drills designed to help archers and coaches train more effectively. Drills are provided for every level of archer"-Here are the inspirational life and teachings of Awa Kenzo (1880–1939), the Zen and kyudo (archery) master who gained worldwide renown after the publication of Eugen
Herrigel's cult classic Zen in the Art of Archery in 1953. Kenzo lived and taught at a pivotal time in Japan's history, when martial arts were practiced primarily for self-cultivation,
and his wise and penetrating instructions for practice (and life)—including aphorisms, poetry, instructional lists, and calligraphy—are infused with the spirit of Zen. Kenzo uses the
metaphor of the bow and arrow to challenge the practitioner to look deeply into his or her own true nature.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
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